
Modal verbs, negatives,
school exchange to

Zaragoza, listening, reading
and translation 1

Holidays, booking
accommodation,

dealing with
problems

Family, hobbies,
describing people,

social media,
reading, family and

friends

The preterite &
imperfect tense,

percentages,
questions, a visit to

Barcelona

Adjectival agreement, present
continuous tense, connectives,

'ser' & 'estar', Hispanic world
project, Zip y Zap y el club de la

canica

Posessive
adjectives, using

'ser', 'tener', 'estar',
describing a

painting, Coco

Food, towns, family
introductions, hair

and eye colour

Hometown,
numbers, time, the

future, present
tense with 'ar,er, ir

verbs'

Project on Frida
Kahlo & Spanish film
study, talking about

appearance and
where you live

Definite and
indefinite article,
near future tense
'voy a' & infinitive,

the verb querer

KS2 recap/myself,
animals in the

Hispanic world

 Definite and
indefinite articles

Numbers 0-100,
listening/reading

for gist

adjectival
agreements (o/a),

using the verb
'tener'

Houses, environment, social
issues, Global issues, healthy
living, sports competitions,

higher numbers

Revision of Year 9
modules

Speaking exam
prep, revision, past

papers

The present subjunctive,
extended reasoning,
Tenses: pluperfect,

imperfect continuous

Revision of Year 10
modules

Preparing for Year
10 Summer exams

Meals, restaurants,
daily routine, illness,

injury, festivals

Exam Revision

Jobs, pocket
money, work

experience, gap
year, future plans

TV, sports, towns,
shopping, hobbies, role

models, adapting a model
dialogue, tenses

Stem-changing verbs, using 'soler' &
infinitive, perfect, imperfect &

conditional tense, demonstrative
adjectives and Spanish geography

Key sounds and 
 pronunciation

features

Hobbies, time,
seasons, weather-
related activities,

sports

School, using a
wider variety of

language - better
justifications, and

opinions

In Y7 Spanish is taught on a 10 week rotation with our other carousel subjects

AUTUMN

SPRINGSUMMER

AUTUMN SPRING SUMMER

SUMMER SPRING AUTUMN

AUTUMN SPRING SUMMER

Further & Higher Education
Universities are offering an increasingly wide range of modern languages that you can
study, many of which can be studied in conjunction with another non-language subject (eg:
law.) Degree courses are often available in foreign languages that you do not necessarily
need to have studied before. Many language courses last four years with the opportunity to
work or study abroad in the third year. 

Careers
Many people with key roles in the world of media and journalism, tourism and travel, teaching
and training, have backgrounds or qualifications involving foreign languages.


